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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this digital logic circuit analysis and design by online. You might not require more time to spend to go to the ebook instigation as well as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the message digital logic circuit analysis and design that you are looking for. It will no question squander the time.

However below, gone you visit this web page, it will be correspondingly definitely simple to get as well as download guide digital logic circuit analysis and design

It will not allow many grow old as we run by before. You can realize it even though exploit something else at home and even in your workplace. fittingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we find the money for below as without difficulty as evaluation digital logic circuit analysis and design what you like to read!
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This print textbook is available for students to rent for their classes. The Pearson print rental program provides students with affordable access to learning materials, so they come to class ready to succeed. Balance breadth and depth of coverage with practical real-world design methods. Digital Logic Circuit Analysis and Design provides an authoritative, state-of-the-art approach to the fundamentals of digital logic analysis and design that is
Digital logic circuit analysis and design is highly supportive of student learning. The book balances theory and practice in depth without getting bogged down in excessive technical or mathematical language. Retaining its tradition of both clarity and rigor, the 2nd Edition features extensive coverage of current topics of interest, such as modeling with Verilog and VHDL, design with programmable devices, and computer-aided design. Filled with updated illustrations, examples, and problems, this text helps students gain a solid sense of how theory underlies practice. This title is also available digitally as a standalone Pearson eText. Contact your Pearson rep for more information.

Digital Logic Circuit Analysis and Design—Victor Peter Nelson 2019

The advent, in the 1980s, of low-cost, easy to use computers such as the IBM Personal Computer and the Apple II led to decades of expanding applications of computers in all aspects of life. Later, the Internet made it feasible to interconnect computers around the world which spurred even more uses of computers including cloud computing. The continued miniaturization and cost reduction of microelectronics has resulted in the proliferation of mobile devices, an emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT), and the rise of on-chip parallel processing. Continued evolution of computer hardware coupled with advances in artificial intelligence and software will lead to even more sophisticated applications in the years to come. -- Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design—M. Rafiquzzaman 2005-07-08
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design, has long been hailed for its clear and simple presentation of the principles and basic tools required to design typical digital systems such as microcomputers. In this Fifth Edition, the author focuses on computer design at three levels: the device level, the logic level, and the system level. Basic topics are covered, such as number systems and Boolean algebra, combinational and...
Sequential logic design, as well as more advanced subjects such as assembly-language programming and microprocessor-based systems, is covered. Numerous examples are provided throughout the text. Coverage includes:

- Digital circuits at the gate and flip-flop levels
- Analysis and design of combinational and sequential circuits
- Microcomputer organization, architecture, and programming concepts
- Design of computer instruction sets, CPU, memory, and I/O
- System design features associated with popular microprocessors from Intel and Motorola
- Future plans in microprocessor development

Additionally, the accompanying CD-ROM contains step-by-step procedures for installing and using Altera Quartus II software, MASM 6.11 (8086), and 68asmsim (68000), providing valuable simulation results via screen shots.

**Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design** is an essential reference that will provide you with the fundamental tools you need to design typical digital systems.

**Digital Logic Design—Brian Holdsworth**

Updated and expanded topics in the fourth edition include:

- EBCDIC, Grey code, practical applications of flip-flops, linear and shaft encoders, memory elements and FPGAs.
- The section on fault-finding has been expanded.
- A new chapter is dedicated to the interface between digital components and analog voltages.
- A highly accessible, comprehensive and fully up-to-date digital systems text.

Assuming no prior knowledge of discrete mathematics, the authors introduce all necessary background in propositional logic, asymptotics, graphs, hardware and electronics, and present digital circuit concepts, giving extensive applications and examples. Each chapter describes new concepts, giving comprehensive instruction at grade 11 level.
Important features of the presentation are: • All material is presented in full detail. Every designed circuit is formally specified and implemented, the correctness of the implementation is proved, and the cost and delay are analyzed • Algorithmic solutions are offered for logical simulation, computation of propagation delay and minimum clock period • Connections are drawn from the physical analog world to the digital abstraction • The language of graphs is used to describe formulas and circuits • Hundreds of figures, examples and exercises enhance understanding. The extensive website (http://www.eng.tau.ac.il/~guy/Even-Medina/) includes teaching slides, links to Logisim and a DLX assembly simulator.

Asynchronous Operators of Sequential Logic: Venjunction & Sequention-Vadim Vasyukevich 2011-06-18 This book is dedicated to new mathematical instruments assigned for logical modeling of the memory of digital devices. The case in point is logic-dynamical operation named venjunction and venjunctive function as well as sequention and sequentional function. Venjunction and sequention operate within the framework of sequential logic. In a form of the corresponding equations, they organically fit analytical expressions of Boolean algebra. Thus, a sort of symbiosis is formed using elements of asynchronous sequential logic on the one hand and combinational logic on the other hand. So, asynchronous logic is represented in the form of enhanced Boolean logic. The book contains initial concepts, fundamental definitions, statements, principles and rules needed for theoretical justification of the mathematical apparatus and its validity for asynchronous logic. Asynchronous operators named venjunctor and sequentor are designed for practical implementation. These basic elements are assigned for realizing of memory functions in sequential circuits. Present research work is the final stage of generalization and systematization of all those ideas and investigations,
author’s interest to which alternately flashed up and faded over many years and for various reasons until formed “critical mass”, and all findings were arranged definitively as a mathematical basis of a theory appropriately associated under a common theme – asynchronous sequential logic, essentially classified as switching logic, which falls into category of algebraic logics.

Digital Electronics 1-Tertulien Ndjourntche 2016-06-17 The omnipresence of electronic devices in our everyday lives has been accompanied by the downscaling of chip feature sizes and the ever increasing complexity of digital circuits. This book is devoted to the analysis and design of digital circuits, where the signal can assume only two possible logic levels. It deals with the basic principles and concepts of digital electronics. It addresses all aspects of combinational logic and provides a detailed understanding of logic gates that are the basic components in the implementation of circuits used to perform functions and operations of Boolean algebra.

Combinational logic circuits are characterized by outputs that depend only on the actual input values. Efficient techniques to derive logic equations are proposed together with methods of analysis and synthesis of combinational logic circuits. Each chapter is well structured and is supplemented by a selection of solved exercises covering logic design practices. Digital Circuit Analysis and Design with Simulink Modeling and Introduction to CPLDs and FPGAs-Steven T. Karris 2007 This text includes the following chapters and appendices: Common Number Systems and Conversions Operations in Binary, Octal, and Hexadecimal Systems Sign Magnitude and Floating Point Arithmetic Binary Codes Fundamentals of Boolean Algebra Minterms and Maxterms Combinational Logic Circuits Sequential Logic Circuits Memory Devices Advanced Arithmetic and Logic Operations Introduction to Field Programmable Devices Introduction to the ABEL Hardware Description Language Introduction to
VHDL Introduction to Verilog Introduction to Boundary-Scan Architecture. Each chapter contains numerous practical applications. This is a design-oriented text.

Digital Logic Design MCQs-Arshad Iqbal 2019-06-11 Digital Logic Design Multiple Choice Questions and Answers pdf: MCQs, Quizzes & Practice Tests. Digital logic design quiz questions and answers pdf with practice tests for online exam prep and job interview prep. Digital logic design study guide with questions and answers about algorithmic state machine, asynchronous sequential logic, binary systems, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combinational logic, digital integrated circuits, DLD lab equipment and experiments, MSI and PID components, registers counters and memory units, simplification of Boolean functions, standard graphic symbols, synchronous sequential logic. Digital logic design questions and answers to get prepare for career placement tests and job interview prep with answers key. Practice exam questions and answers about computer science, composed from

digital logic design textbooks on chapters: Algorithmic State Machine Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Asynchronous Sequential Logic Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Binary Systems Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Boolean Algebra and Logic Gates Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Combinational Logic Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Digital Integrated Circuits Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs MSI and PLD Components Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Registers Counters and Memory Units Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Simplification of Boolean Functions Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Standard Graphic Symbols Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Synchronous Sequential Logic Multiple Choice Questions: 50 MCQs Digital logic design interview questions and answers on adder and subtractors, adders in DLD, algebraic manipulation, algorithmic state machine chart, alphanumeric codes, analysis
of asynchronous sequential logic, arithmetic addition, ASM chart, axiomatic definition of Boolean algebra, basic definition of Boolean algebra, basic theorems and properties of Boolean algebra, binary adder and subtractor, binary code converters, binary codes in digital logic design, binary numbers, binary storage and registers, binary systems problems, bipolar transistor characteristics. Digital logic design test questions and answers on Boolean functions implementations, Boolean functions, carry propagation, character code, circuits with latches, clocked sequential circuits analysis, clocked sequential circuits, code conversion, code converters, combinational circuits, combinational logic analysis procedure, complement of a function, complements in binary systems, canonical and standard forms, control implementation in ASM, conversion between canonical forms, decimal adder, decimal codes, decoders and encoders, definition of binary logic. Digital logic design exam questions and answers on DeMorgan theorem, dependency notation symbols, design of counters, design procedure in combinational logic, design procedure in sequential logic, design procedure of asynchronous sequential logic, design with multiplexers, digital computer and digital system, digital logic design experiments, digital logic gates, DLD lab experiments, DLD sequential circuits, DLD standard forms, dont care conditions, error detection code, exclusive or functions, five variable map. Digital logic design objective questions and answers on flip-flops excitation tables, flip-flops in digital logic design, flip-flops, flip-flops in synchronous sequential logic, four variable map, full adders in combinational logic, full subtractors, gray code, half adders, half subtractors, integrated circuits, introduction to algorithmic state machine, introduction to asynchronous sequential logic, introduction to combinational logic, introduction to digital circuits, introduction to digital integrated circuit, introduction to experiments, introduction to integrated circuit, introduction to lab
experiments, introduction to MSI and PLD components, introduction to registers counters. Digital logic design certification prep questions on introduction to state machine, introduction to synchronous sequential logic, lab learning, laboratory experiments, lamp handball, logic gates in digital logic design, logical operations, magnitude comparator, map method, memory units, multi-level NAND circuits, multi-level nor circuits, multiplexers, NAND and nor implementation, NAND implementation, nor implementation, number base conversion, octal and HEXA decimal numbers, operator precedence, or and invert implementations, product of maxterms, product of sums simplification, qualifying symbols, radix complement, read only memory, rectangular shape symbols, register transfer, registers, ripple counters, ripple counters in digital logic design, selection of prime implicants, serial addition, shapes and symbols, shift registers, shift registers in digital logic design, signed binary number, simplification of Boolean function, special characteristics of circuits, special characteristics of integrated circuit, state machine diagrams, state reduction and assignment, subtraction with complement, subtractors in combinational logic, sum of minterms, switching circuits and binary signals, synchronous counters, synchronous counters in digital logic design, tabulation method, timing in state machines, timing sequences, transformation to and-or diagram, transition table in logic design, triggering of flip-flops, two and three variable maps, two level implementations, universal gates in combinational logic, Venn diagrams for competitive exams preparation. Introduction to Logic Circuits & Logic Design with Verilog-Brock J. LaMeres 2017-04-17 This textbook for courses in Digital Systems Design introduces students to the fundamental hardware used in modern computers. Coverage includes both the classical approach to digital system design (i.e., pen and paper) in addition to the
modern hardware description language (HDL) design approach (computer-based). Using this textbook enables readers to design digital systems using the modern HDL approach, but they have a broad foundation of knowledge of the underlying hardware and theory of their designs. This book is designed to match the way the material is actually taught in the classroom. Topics are presented in a manner which builds foundational knowledge before moving onto advanced topics. The author has designed the presentation with learning Goals and assessment at its core. Each section addresses a specific learning outcome that the student should be able to “do” after its completion. The concept checks and exercise problems provide a rich set of assessment tools to measure student performance on each outcome.

CMOS Logic Circuit Design-John P. Uyemura 2007-05-08 This is an up-to-date treatment of the analysis and design of CMOS integrated digital logic circuits. The self-contained book covers all of the important digital circuit design styles found in modern CMOS chips, emphasizing solving design problems using the various logic styles available in CMOS.

Digital Logic-M. Rafiuzzaman 2019-09-11 Digital Logic with an Introduction to Verilog and FPGA-Based Design provides basic knowledge of field programmable gate array (FPGA) design and implementation using Verilog, a hardware description language (HDL) commonly used in the design and verification of digital circuits. Emphasizing fundamental principles, this student-friendly textbook is an ideal resource for introductory digital logic courses. Chapters offer clear explanations of key concepts and step-by-step procedures that illustrate the real-world application of FPGA-based design. Designed for beginning students familiar with DC circuits and the C programming language, the text begins by describing of basic terminologies and essential concepts of digital integrated circuits using transistors. Subsequent chapters cover device level
and logic level design in detail, including combinational and sequential circuits used in the design of microcontrollers and microprocessors. Topics include Boolean algebra and functions, analysis and design of sequential circuits using logic gates, FPGA-based implementation using CAD software tools, and combinational logic design using various HDLs with focus on Verilog.

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN- Sonali Singh 2018-06-01

Description:The book is an attempt to make Digital Logic Design easy and simple to understand. The book covers various features of Logic Design using lots of examples and relevant diagrams. The complete text is reviewed for its correctness. This book is an outcome of sincere effort and hard work to bring concepts of Digital Logic Design close to the audience of this book. The salient features of the book:-- Easy explanation of Digital System and Binary Numbers with lots of solved examples-Detailed covering of Boolean Algebra and Gate-Level Minimization with proper examples and

DIAGRAMMATIC -
representation.-Detailed analysis of different Combinational Logic Circuits-Complete Synchronous sequential Logic understanding-Deep understanding of Memory and Programmable Logic-Detailed analysis of different Asynchronous Sequential Logic

Table Of Contents:Unit 1 : Digital System and Binary Numbers; Part 1: Digital System and Binary Numbers Part 2 : Boolean Algebra and Gate Level Minimization Unit 2 : Combinational Logic Circuit Unit 3 : Sequential Circuits Unit 4 : Memory, Programmable Logic and Design Unit 5 : Asynchronous Sequential Logic

Foundations of Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits- Anant Agarwal 2005-07-01

Unlike books currently on the market, this book attempts to satisfy two goals: combine circuits and electronics into a single, unified treatment, and establish a strong connection with the contemporary world of digital systems. It will introduce a new way of looking not only at the treatment of circuits, but also
at the treatment of introductory coursework in engineering in general. Using the concept of "abstraction," the book attempts to form a bridge between the world of physics and the world of large computer systems. In particular, it attempts to unify electrical engineering and computer science as the art of creating and exploiting successive abstractions to manage the complexity of building useful electrical systems. Computer systems are simply one type of electrical systems. +Balances circuits theory with practical digital electronics applications. +Illustrates concepts with real devices. +Supports the popular circuits and electronics course on the MIT OpenCourse Ware from which professionals worldwide study this new approach. +Written by two educators well known for their innovative teaching and research and their collaboration with industry. +Focuses on contemporary MOS technology. Analysis And Design Of Digital Integrated Circuits, In Deep Submicron Technology (special Indian Edition)-David

A. Hodges 2005
Switching Theory for Logic Synthesis-Tsutomu Sasao
2012-12-06 Switching Theory for Logic Synthesis covers the basic topics of switching theory and logic synthesis in fourteen chapters. Chapters 1 through 5 provide the mathematical foundation. Chapters 6 through 8 include an introduction to sequential circuits, optimization of sequential machines and asynchronous sequential circuits. Chapters 9 through 14 are the main feature of the book. These chapters introduce and explain various topics that make up the subject of logic synthesis: multi-valued input two-valued output function, logic design for PLDs/FPGAs, EXOR-based design, and complexity theories of logic networks. An appendix providing a history of switching theory is included. The reference list consists of over four hundred entries. Switching Theory for Logic Synthesis is based on the author's lectures at Kyushu Institute of Technology as well as seminars for CAD engineers from various Japanese technology companies.
Switching Theory for Logic Synthesis will be of interest to CAD professionals and students at the advanced level. It is also useful as a textbook, as each chapter contains examples, illustrations, and exercises. Digital Logic Circuits-A.P.Godse 2009
Digital Electronics 2-Tertulien Ndjountche 2016-08-29 As electronic devices become increasingly prevalent in everyday life, digital circuits are becoming even more complex and smaller in size. This book presents the basic principles of digital electronics in an accessible manner, allowing the reader to grasp the principles of combinational and sequential logic and the underlying techniques for the analysis and design of digital circuits. Providing a hands-on approach, this work introduces techniques and methods for establishing logic equations and designing and analyzing digital circuits. Each chapter is supplemented with practical examples and well-designed exercises with worked solutions. This second of three volumes focuses on sequential and arithmetic logic circuits. It covers various aspects related to the following topics: latch and flip-flop; binary counters; shift registers; arithmetic and logic circuits; digital integrated circuit technology; semiconductor memory; programmable logic circuits. Along with the two accompanying volumes, this book is an indispensable tool for students at a bachelors or masters level seeking to improve their understanding of digital electronics, and is detailed enough to serve as a reference for electronic, automation and computer engineers. Design, Analysis and Test of Logic Circuits Under Uncertainty-Smita Krishnaswamy 2012-09-21 Logic circuits are becoming increasingly susceptible to probabilistic behavior caused by external radiation and process variation. In addition, inherently probabilistic quantum- and nano-technologies are on the horizon as we approach the limits of CMOS scaling. Ensuring the reliability of such circuits despite the probabilistic behavior is a key challenge in IC design---one
that necessitates a fundamental, probabilistic reformulation of synthesis and testing techniques. This monograph will present techniques for analyzing, designing, and testing logic circuits with probabilistic behavior.


Number Systems Decimal, Binary, Octal and hexadecimal number system and conversion, Binary weighted codes and inter-conversion, Binary arithmetic including 1’s complement and 2’s complement, Error detection and correction codes. Boolean Algebra and Combinational Logic Boolean algebra theorems, Realization of switching functions using logic gates, Canonical logic forms, Sum of product and product of sums, Karnaugh maps, Simplification of expressions, Variable entered maps, Quine-McCluskey minimization techniques, Mixed logic combinational circuits and multiple output functions. Analysis and Design of Combinational Logic Combinational circuit, Decoder, Encoder, Priority encoder, Multiplexers as function generators, Binary adder, Subtractor. BCD adder, Binary comparator, Arithmetic and logic units. Sequential Logic : Sequential Circuits, Analysis and Design Triggered flip-flops, Timing specifications, Asynchronous and synchronous counters, Counter design with state equations, Registers, Bidirectional shift registers. Programmable Logic Devices PLAs, PALs, CPLD, FPGA Architectures, Finite state machines - Mealy and Moore design, Introduction to VHDL, Implementation of above combinational and sequential circuits using VHDL, Examples of system design applications like Washing machine, Candy vending machine, Traffic lights. CAD Tools Computer aided synthesis and optimization, Circuit models, Synthesis, Optimization, Computer aided simulation, Verification, Testing and design for testability.

Circuit Analysis with
Multisim-David Báez-López 2011 This book is concerned with circuit simulation using National Instruments Multisim. It focuses on the use and comprehension of the
working techniques for electrical and electronic circuit simulation. The first chapters are devoted to basic circuit analysis. It starts by describing in detail how to perform a DC analysis using only resistors and independent and controlled sources. Then, it introduces capacitors and inductors to make a transient analysis. In the case of transient analysis, it is possible to have an initial condition either in the capacitor voltage or in the inductor current, or both. Fourier analysis is discussed in the context of transient analysis. Next, we make a treatment of AC analysis to simulate the frequency response of a circuit. Then, we introduce diodes, transistors, and circuits composed by them and perform DC, transient, and AC analyses. The book ends with simulation of digital circuits. A practical approach is followed through the chapters, using step-by-step examples to introduce new Multisim circuit elements, tools, analyses, and virtual instruments for measurement. The examples are clearly commented and illustrated.

The different tools available on Multisim are used when appropriate so readers learn which analyses are available to them. This is part of the learning outcomes that should result after each set of end-of-chapter exercises is worked out. Table of Contents:
Introduction to Circuit Simulation / Resistive Circuits / Time Domain Analysis -- Transient Analysis / Frequency Domain Analysis -- AC Analysis / Semiconductor Devices / Digital Circuits

Digital Logic Design-Brian Holdsworth 2002-11-01 New, updated and expanded topics in the fourth edition include: EBCDIC, Grey code, practical applications of flip-flops, linear and shaft encoders, memory elements and FPGAs. The section on fault-finding has been expanded. A new chapter is dedicated to the interface between digital components and analog voltages. *A highly accessible, comprehensive and fully up to date digital systems text *A well known and respected text now revamped for current courses *Part of the Newnes suite of texts for HND/1st year modules
Pragmatic Logic-William J.
Eccles 2007-06-01 Pragmatic Logic presents the analysis and design of digital logic systems. The author begins with a brief study of binary and hexadecimal number systems and then looks at the basics of Boolean algebra. The study of logic circuits is divided into two parts, combinational logic, which has no memory, and sequential logic, which does. Numerous examples highlight the principles being presented. The text ends with an introduction to digital logic design using Verilog, a hardware description language. The chapter on Verilog can be studied along with the other chapters in the text. After the reader has completed combinational logic in Chapters 4 and 5, sections 9.1 and 9.2 would be appropriate. Similarly, the rest of Chapter 9 could be studied after completing sequential logic in Chapters 6 and 7. This short lecture book will be of use to students at any level of electrical or computer engineering and for practicing engineers or scientists in any field looking for a practical and applied introduction to digital logic.

The author's "pragmatic" and applied style gives a unique and helpful "non-idealist, practical, opinionated" introduction to digital systems.

Digital Logic Design Using Verilog-Vaibhhav Taraate 2016-05-17 This book is designed to serve as a hands-on professional reference with additional utility as a textbook for upper undergraduate and some graduate courses in digital logic design. This book is organized in such a way that it can describe a number of RTL design scenarios, from simple to complex. The book constructs the logic design story from the fundamentals of logic design to advanced RTL design concepts. Keeping in view the importance of miniaturization today, the book gives practical information on the issues with ASIC RTL design and how to overcome these concerns. It clearly explains how to write an efficient RTL code and how to improve design performance. The book also describes advanced RTL design concepts such as low-power design, multiple clock-domain design, and SOC-
based design. The practical orientation of the book makes it ideal for training programs for practicing design engineers and for short-term vocational programs. The contents of the book will also make it a useful read for students and hobbyists.

Introduction to Digital Logic Design-John Patrick Hayes 1993 A college text for a one- or two-term first course in digital logic design at about the sophomore or junior level. It covers the basics of switching theory and logic design necessary to analyze and design combinational and sequential logic circuits at switch, gate, and register (or register-transfer) Digital Circuits and Microprocessors-Herbert Taub 1982 A General Guide on Logic Design. The Book Expands upon the Applications of Logic Design in Relation to Microprocessors


Implementation of both simple and complex logic circuits are considered in detail, with special attention paid to the design of digital systems based on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and Pass-Transistor Logic (PTL) technologies acceptable for use in planar microelectronics technology. It is written for students in electronics and microelectronics, with exercises and solutions provided.

Digital Logic Design Principles-Norman Balabanian 2007-05 Market_Desc: · Electrical engineers· Logic Designers in Computer Industry Special Features: · Provides extensive exercises for readers to work out while studying a topic· Presents up-to-date approaches in logic design in later chapters· Discusses the relationship between digital system design and computer architecture

About The Book: This is an introductory-level book on the principles of digital logic design. While providing coverage to the usual topics in combinational and sequential circuit principles, it also includes a chapter on the use
of the hardware description language ABEL in the design of circuits using PLDs and a chapter on computer organization.

Digital Logic Circuits-A.P.Godse 2009

Digital Design and Computer Architecture-Sarah Harris 2015-04-09

Digital Design and Computer Architecture: ARM Edition covers the fundamentals of digital logic design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM microprocessor. Combining an engaging and humorous writing style with an updated and hands-on approach to digital design, this book takes the reader from the fundamentals of digital logic to the actual design of an ARM processor. By the end of this book, readers will be able to build their own microprocessor and will have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it works. Beginning with digital logic gates and progressing to the design of combinational and sequential circuits, this book uses these fundamental building blocks as the basis for designing an ARM processor. SystemVerilog and VHDL are integrated throughout the text in examples illustrating the methods and techniques for CAD-based circuit design. The companion website includes a chapter on I/O systems with practical examples that show how to use the Raspberry Pi computer to communicate with peripheral devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and motors. This book will be a valuable resource for students taking a course that combines digital logic and computer architecture or students taking a two-quarter sequence in digital logic and computer organization/architecture. Covers the fundamentals of digital logic design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM microprocessor. Features side-by-side examples of the two most prominent Hardware Description Languages (HDLs)—SystemVerilog and VHDL—which illustrate and compare the ways each can be used in the design of digital systems. Includes examples throughout the text that enhance the reader’s understanding and retention of key concepts and
techniques. The Companion website includes a chapter on I/O systems with practical examples that show how to use the Raspberry Pi computer to communicate with peripheral devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and motors. The Companion website also includes appendices covering practical digital design issues and C programming as well as links to CAD tools, lecture slides, laboratory projects, and solutions to exercises.

Digital Integrated Circuits—John E. Ayers 2018-09-03

Exponential improvement in functionality and performance of digital integrated circuits has revolutionized the way we live and work. The continued scaling down of MOS transistors has broadened the scope of use for circuit technology to the point that texts on the topic are generally lacking after a few years. The second edition of Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design focuses on timeless principles with a modern interdisciplinary view that will serve integrated circuits engineers from all disciplines for years to come. Providing a revised instructional reference for engineers involved with Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit design and fabrication, this book delves into the dramatic advances in the field, including new applications and changes in the physics of operation made possible by relentless miniaturization. This book was conceived in the versatile spirit of the field to bridge a void that had existed between books on transistor electronics and those covering VLSI design and fabrication as a separate topic. Like the first edition, this volume is a crucial link for integrated circuit engineers and those studying the field, supplying the cross-disciplinary connections they require for guidance in more advanced work. For pedagogical reasons, the author uses SPICE level 1 computer simulation models but introduces BSIM models that are indispensable for VLSI design. This enables users to develop a strong and intuitive sense of device and circuit design by drawing direct connections between the hand analysis and the SPICE models. With four new chapters, more than 200 new
illustrations, numerous worked examples, case studies, and support provided on a dynamic website, this text significantly expands concepts presented in the first edition.

Digital Logic Testing and Simulation-Alexander Miczo
2003-10-24

Your road map for meeting today's digital testing challenges Today, digital logic devices are common in products that impact public safety, including applications in transportation and human implants. Accurate testing has become more critical to reliability, safety, and the bottom line. Yet, as digital systems become more ubiquitous and complex, the challenge of testing them has become more difficult. As one development group designing a RISC stated, "the work required to . . . test a chip of this size approached the amount of effort required to design it." A valued reference for nearly two decades, Digital Logic Testing and Simulation has been significantly revised and updated for designers and test engineers who must meet this challenge. There is no single solution to the testing problem. Organized in an easy-to-follow, sequential format, this Second Edition familiarizes the reader with the many different strategies for testing and their applications, and assesses the strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches. The book reviews the building blocks of a successful testing strategy and guides the reader on choosing the best solution for a particular application. Digital Logic Testing and Simulation, Second Edition covers such key topics as: * Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and cycle-based simulation * Tester architectures/Standard Test Interface Language (STIL) * Practical algorithms written in a Hardware Design Language (HDL) * Fault tolerance * Behavioral Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) * The development of the Test Design Expert (TDX), the many obstacles encountered and lessons learned in creating this novel testing approach Up-to-date and comprehensive, Digital Logic Testing and Simulation is an important resource for anyone charged with pinpointing
faulty products and assuring quality, safety, and profitability.

Digital Logic for Computing- John Seiffertt 2017-05-26 The book provides a bottom-up approach to understanding how a computer works and how to use computing to solve real-world problems. It covers the basics of digital logic through the lens of computer organization and programming. The reader should be able to design his or her own computer from the ground up at the end of the book. Logic simulation with Verilog is used throughout, assembly languages are introduced and discussed, and the fundamentals of computer architecture and embedded systems are touched upon, all in a cohesive design-driven framework suitable for class or self-study.


Digital Electronics: A Primer - Introductory Logic Circuit Design-Mark S Nixon 2015-01-27 This practical introduction explains exactly how digital circuits are designed, from the basic circuit to the advanced system. It covers combinational logic circuits, which collect logic signals, to sequential logic circuits, which embody time and memory to progress through sequences of states. The primer also highlights digital arithmetic and the integrated circuits that implement the logic functions. Based on the author's extensive experience in teaching digital electronics to undergraduates, the book translates theory directly into practice and presents the essential information in a compact, digestible style. Worked problems and examples are accompanied by abbreviated solutions, with demonstrations to ensure that the design material and the circuits' operation are fully understood. This is essential reading for any electronic or electrical engineering student new to digital electronics and requiring a succinct yet comprehensive introduction.

Digital Systems-Jean-Pierre Deschamps 2016-10-12 This textbook for a one-semester course in Digital Systems Design describes the basic methods used to develop “traditional” Digital Systems, based on the use of logic
gates and flip flops, as well as more advanced techniques that enable the design of very large circuits, based on Hardware Description Languages and Synthesis tools. It was originally designed to accompany a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) created at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB), currently available on the Coursera platform. Readers will learn what a digital system is and how it can be developed, preparing them for steps toward other technical disciplines, such as Computer Architecture, Robotics, Bionics, Avionics and others. In particular, students will learn to design digital systems of medium complexity, describe digital systems using high level hardware description languages, and understand the operation of computers at their most basic level. All concepts introduced are reinforced by plentiful illustrations, examples, exercises, and applications. For example, as an applied example of the design techniques presented, the authors demonstrate the synthesis of a simple processor, leaving the student in a position to enter the world of Computer Architecture and Embedded Systems.

Logic Circuit Design-Shimon P. Vingron 2012-03-28 In three main divisions the book covers combinational circuits, latches, and asynchronous sequential circuits. Combinational circuits have no memorising ability, while sequential circuits have such an ability to various degrees. Latches are the simplest sequential circuits, ones with the shortest memory. The presentation is decidedly non-standard. The design of combinational circuits is discussed in an orthodox manner using normal forms and in an unorthodox manner using set-theoretical evaluation formulas relying heavily on Karnaugh maps. The latter approach allows for a new design technique called composition. Latches are covered very extensively. Their memory functions are expressed mathematically in a time-independent manner allowing the use of (normal, non-temporal) Boolean logic in their calculation. The theory of latches is then used
as the basis for calculating asynchronous circuits. Asynchronous circuits are specified in a tree-representation, each internal node of the tree representing an internal latch of the circuit, the latches specified by the tree itself. The tree specification allows solutions of formidable problems such as algorithmic state assignment, finding equivalent states non-recursively, and verifying asynchronous circuits.

Modern Digital Design and Switching Theory-Eugene D. Fabricius 2017-12-14 Modern Digital Design and Switching Theory is an important text that focuses on promoting an understanding of digital logic and the computer programs used in the minimization of logic expressions. Several computer approaches are explained at an elementary level, including the Quine-McCluskey method as applied to single and multiple output functions, the Shannon expansion approach to multilevel logic, the Directed Search Algorithm, and the method of Consensus. Chapters 9 and 10 offer an introduction to current research in field programmable devices and multilevel logic synthesis. Chapter 9 covers more advanced topics in programmed logic devices, including techniques for input decoding and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Chapter 10 includes a discussion of boolean division, kernels and factoring, boolean tree structures, rectangle covering, binary decision diagrams, and if-then-else operators. Computer algorithms covered in these two chapters include weak division, iterative weak division, and kernel extraction by tabular methods and by rectangle covering theory.

Modern Digital Design and Switching Theory is an excellent textbook for electrical and computer engineering students, in addition to a worthwhile reference for professionals working with integrated circuits.

Digital Logic and Computer Design-M. Morris Mano 2017 This book presents the basic concepts used in the design and analysis of digital systems and introduces the principles
of digital computer organization and design.